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1. The Illinois Policy Institute is stepping up its pension attack and that’s been recently 
reflected in mainstream media through an op-ed piece written by Adam Schuster (of the 
Illinois Policy Institute) and published in the Chicago Tribune on January 22. Schuster 
promotes the idea of pension reform beginning with “a constitutional amendment to 
allow changes to unearned, future benefits.” Schuster says Illinois “need not delete the 
protection clause entirely, but should modify it to match states such as Hawaii or 
Michigan, which protect only accrued benefits.” He continues, “a recent actuarial 
analysis found this approach could save an average of $2 billion per year and fully 
eliminate pension debt by 2045. That’s all possible without taking a single dollar 
earned to date. No retiree would see the size of their current check decrease.” What 
would occur is that the “guaranteed 3% compounding post-retirement raise could be 
replaced with a true cost-of-living adjustment pegged to inflation, among other 
modest changes.” This option could be palatable compared to other options, but we’ll 
need to monitor this progress to determine what’s best for our constituency.  
 
 

2. On January 29, Governor Pritzker gave his State of the State address, which included a 
focus on education. “We are reaffirming that our most important commitments are to 
our children and their education.” He went on to say, “To address our state’s shortage 
of teachers, we raised the minimum teacher salary so we can retain educators in 
Illinois, and we made it more attractive for out-of-state teachers to move here.” 
Pritzker also spoke about the state’s problem with declining enrollment numbers at 
Illinois colleges: “After years of decline, we are turning around university student 
enrollment by making college more affordable, expanding scholarships to an 
additional 10,000 college-bound students – and this fall, more than half of the families 
in our state will be eligible for free tuition at the University of Illinois.” Improving 
enrollment numbers throughout the state, as well as attracting and retaining more 
educators, are positive directions for our state and its economy.  

 
3. The Pritzker administration already has asked agency heads to draft plans for a possible 

6.5% cut to their budgets. The fair tax is not embraced by all voters, and even if it 
passes, this fiscal year will be half over. This is an election year so while there will be 
more voters, we don’t know whether the majority will support this idea to make the 
state tax more equitable.  
 

4. Ethics reform could be real this time and change how business gets done in IL. This 
Governor does not tolerate business as usual. 
 



 
5. Now that John Cullerton has retired, the impact of having a new Senate president 

(especially after several ballots for selecting him were needed) is unknown. 
 

 
6. The reported office raids, wire-tapping, and charges against long term elected officials 

certainly will have an impact on what’s to come this year. We’ll be keeping track of 
updates as they are available. 
 
 
 
 


